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Notation n 

Inn general, boldface capital characters denote matrices and boldface lower case 

characterss denote vectors. 

AA  ((M-S)x3) The matrix with concentration profiles obtained from a GEP 

Aww ((M-S)x3) The matrix A after they'th iteration 

AA  ((M-S)x3) The new matrix A obtained by an initial estimate for k\ and k\ 

AA  ((M-S)x2) The first two columns of matrix A 

a,, The /th column of matrix A 

a,ww The /th column of matrix A after they'th iteration 

BB ((N+\ )x3) The matrix with combined spectra obtained from a GEP 

CC (2x3) The matrix with scaling factors obtained from a GEP 

CyaCya The initial concentration of species U 

CIJJCIJJ The concentration of species U at time point i;  CV,< and CyÉ 

forr W and Y, respectively 

DD (NxK) Matrix with pure spectra 

EE (MxN) Matrix with spectral residuals 

E**  ((M-S)x(N+\)x2) Three-way array with spectral residuals 

FF (MxK) Matrix with concentration profiles 

GG The step size parameter 

KK Number of reacting absorbing species 

kkaa,, &b Second order reaction rate constants 

k\k\,, kj (Pseudo-) first order reaction rate constants 

kk Equals ! 

(* 2-*, ) ) 

Meann estimated k\ and ki calculated over the individual 

estimates s 

Numberr of time points 

Numberr of wavelengths 

Thee time shift parameter 

Thee time at point / 

Matrixx with spectra during a certain time course 

Thee augmented datamatrix 

Datamatrixx 1 formed by splitting X 
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{MxN) {MxN) 

(Mx(N+\)) (Mx(N+\)) 

yy ((M-S)x(N+\)) 



Notation Notation 

X* 22 ((M-S)x(N+l)) Datamatrix 2 formed by splitting X* 

X**  ((M-S)x(N+\)x2) Three-way array formed by stacking X*i and X* 2 

X**  ((M-S)x(2N+2)) Matrix obtained by matricizing X* 

X**  ((M-S)x2N) Matrix obtained by removing the two columns of 

constantss from X* 

XTT Transpose of X 

X"11 Inverse of X 

XX Estimate of X 


